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Stripe rust (Puccinia striiformis West.) resistance in wheat

which does not allow the fungus to sporulate ("specific" resistance)

has been notably less durable than "general" resistance which limits

the production of secondary inoculum. Components of general resis-

tance were identified in wheat cultivars grown in the Pacific North-

west and their value in slowing the rate of disease increase and

spread from foci was assessed.

Field plots of soft white winter cultivars with general resistance

(Nugaines, Hyslop, and Yamhill) and a susceptible cultivar (Federa-

tion) were established in 1974 and 1975 in eastern and western

Oregon. The plots were centrally inoculated with spores representing

the virulence range of stripe rust in Oregon, and disease progress

was monitored. Concurrently, the cultivars were grown to maturity

in the laboratory at a2-18 C night-day temperature profile and at chang-

ing profiles to simulate field temperatures at different growth stages.



Leaves were individually inoculated with the same rust collection

used in the field, and stages of rust pathogenesis were measured.

Yamhill had the lowest rust levels in the fall in both eastern

and western Oregon field plots. In growth chamber tests, which simu-

lated fall temperatures (2-11C), Yamhill seedlings had lower infec-

tibility, a 10-15 day longer latent period (LP), slower semi-systemic

lesion growth (LG), and lower infection type (IT) and sporulation (SP)

compared with the other cultivars.

During the winter, the apparent infection rate (r) in western

Oregon was 0.02 to 0.05/unit/day on Nugaines, Federation, and

Hyslop, while rust on Yamhill virtually disappeared. During freezing

winter temperatures in eastern Oregon, winter hardy Nugaines sup-

ported active rust development, while the other cultivars, with lower

cold tolerance, became virtually resistant. The simulated western

Oregon winter temperature (2-6C) increased LP in all cultivars, and

decreased LG and SP though the infectious period (IP) increased.

As temperatures warmed in the spring, r was fast (up to 0.20)

in Federation, Nugaines, and Hyslop in both eastern and western

Oregon, while rust development on Yamhill was negligible. Simulated

spring temperatures (2-13C to 4-18C) on the juvenile plants (stem

elongation to booting) decreased LP and increased LG to the "fall"

(2-11C) levels. Yamhill had a resistant IT (3-4) as compared with the

other cultivars (IT 7-8).

Adult plant resistance and summer temperatures effectively



arrested the field epidemic in Nugaines and Hyslop (r = 0.02 to -0.05)

while Yamhill became susceptible (r = 0.10 to 0.20) and Federation

rapidly progressed to 100% disease. At some locations water stress

conditions enhanced the resistance of Nugaines and Hyslop and altered

the late susceptibility of Yamhill. Simulated summer temperatures

(7-24C) during heading and ripening decreased the infectibility and

IT of Nugaines and Hyslop. The IT of Yamhill increased, while its

LP decreased to that of the other cultivars (13-17 days). Lesion

growth was similar in all cultivars (0.15 to 0.20 cm/day). Tempera-

tures of 15-31C to 15-34C for one week completely arrested rust

development in all cultivars.

Infection types 3 to 9 produced a maximum of 3,000 to 35,000
2spores/cm infectious tissue/day, respectively, at the peak of pustule

production. There were no major sporulation differences among

cultivars with the same IT, and the IP was similar (11-14 days) un-

less reduced by very high temperatures and/or adult plant resistance.

Average yield losses in rusted plots were as high as 26% in

Nugaines, 20% in Hyslop, 10% in Yamhill, and 86% in Federation.

The area under the disease progress curve and yield gradients associ-

ated with the foci were correlated using linear regression. Nugaines

was the most tolerant and Federation the least tolerant to a given

amount of rust. The thousand kernal weight was directly affected by

the amount of head infection and thus was not corrected for by the

disease curve, which was a measure of leaf infection only.



The apparent infection rate at the focus (rf) was highly variable

in the cultivars in response to environment and ontogenetic changes

in host susceptibility. A rate of disease spread value (r ) was

derived by mathematically relating rf and the flattening of the slope

of the plot disease gradient (DG) between successive reading dates.

A "ratio of spread" was derived (R = rg-rf/rg) which quantita-sp

tively relates disease increase and spread. With normal spore dis-

persal, r is proportionally keyed to rf (regardless of the value of
g

r f) with an R consistently between 0.10 and 0.30. Thus, the com-
sp

mon practice of assessing general resistance by comparing r values

in homogeneously inoculated breeders' plots is epidemiologically

justified.
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QUANTITATIVE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF STRIPE RUST
(PUCCINIA STRIIFORMIS WEST.) IN WHEAT
CULTIVARS (TRITICUM AESTIVUM VILL.)

WITH GENERAL RESISTANCE

INTRODUCTION

Quantitatively relating the progress of plant disease epidemics

in the field with biological and environmental measurements that

directly affect the host-pathogen interaction is a subject of much cur

rent interest in phytopathology. The potential utility of such informa-

tion is in the prediction of danger to a given crop from a specific

pathogen under a given set of environmental conditions. Thus, the

effect of inoculum reduction by cultural methods, the effectiveness of

fungicides, or the utility and/or durability of resistance genes may be

simulated using computers in lieu of expensive and time consuming

field and laboratory trials (Zadoks, 1971).

Interest in quantitative epidemiology was greatly stimulated by

van der Plank (1963), whose axioms and mathematical equations sum-

marized the more innovative thought concerning the genetics of disease

resistance and the steps of disease pathogenesis as related to the

progress of an epidemic. Two basic types of host resistance to a

pathogen were recognized: A) Resistance to infection, in which the

pathogen does not complete its life cycle. This type of resistance was

described as being typically monogenically controlled and notorious

for "breaking down" by becoming susceptible to new pathogen races.
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Thus it was race differential and called "vertical" resistance. B)

Resistance to colonization, in which the pathogen's ability to multiply

is reduced. This type of resistance was measured by the complimen-

tary effects of 1) amount of initial inoculum and infections resulting

therefrom, 2) latent period, 3) spore production, and 4) infectious

period. van der Plank (1963) explained that host resistance that acted

through interference with any of these stages of pathogenesis slowed

down the epidemic and was likely to remain durable over the years

due to the proposed polygenic nature of the genes conditioning it.

Since it was effective against all races of the pathogen, it was non-

differential and called "horizontal" resistance. The genes controlling

this type of resistance were hypothesized to be principally concerned

with other physiological processes in the plants and only incidentally

concerned with disease resistance (van der Plank, 1975).

These concepts have gained much support in the ensuing years,

with an accompanying plethora of synonyms for "vertical" and "hori-

zontal" resistance that define proposed functional and/or genetic

relationships. Some of these are as follows:

Vertical
qualitative
race specific
monogenic
major gene
specific
nonuniform
hypersensitive
complete but impermanent

Horizontal

quantitative
race nonspecific
polygenic
minor gene
general
uniform
nonhype rsensitive
partial but permanent



Vertical Horizontal

seedling resistance field resistance
slow rusting
morphological escape
tolerance

3

"Specific" and "general" as defined by Caldwell (1968) seem to be the

most common and least contradictory terms in current use.

Harbingers of impending doom (Browning, 1972; Harlan, 1972)

for major crop plants due to "genetic erosion!' of resistance genes have

reached a receptive audience. Many other scientists (Horsfall, 1972)

have expressed concern for narrow-based crop germ plasm and sup-

port the concepts of general, polygenic resistance and genetic diver-

sity. Somewhat different views are expressed by Nelson (1972) and

Crill et al. (1974) who suggested that the axioms of van der Plank as

restated by Robinson (1971) are unproven, and at least some of which

are so defined and worded as to be difficult to prove or disprove.

The "gene complex" basis of general resistance has been chal-

lenged by Ellingboe (1975) who suggests that horizontal resistance,

as well as vertical resistance, is inherited according to the gene -for-

gene concept of Flor (1947). On the other hand, Eshed and Dinoor

(1976) report that pathogenicity and virulence following simple classi-

cal genetic segregations might in actuality be polygenically controlled.

Thus the biological and epidemiological intricasies involved in

the genetics and durability of host resistance to a pathogen has

spawned an extensive glossary of terms and a labyrinth of explanatory
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philosophies. It seems that trying to sort out the genes or even the

genetic concepts involved in most host-pathogen relationships is like

trying to lasso an octopus--there is always a loose arm that refuses

to fit into the proposed noose of explanation. These genetic concepts,

however, are not just grist to feed the mill of the classical geneticist

to be presented in some obscure seminar. They are of great potential

value to plant breeders and plant pathologists in making decisions

concerning the deployment of resistance genes and indeed the whole

philosophy of a plant disease breeding program. A common point of

agreement, however, is that durable resistance, whatever its func-

tional or genetic basis, is more desirable than resistance that can be

circumvented easily by the pathogen.

Hypersensitive, single gene resistance has been notoriously

ephemeral against the cereal rusts. Thus, the current thought is

that breeding for general resistance, though more difficult and time

consuming, is in the long run more economic. The aims of this

thesis research were directed towards assessing the value of general

resistance in slowing the field epidemics of stripe rust (Puccinia

striiformis West.) in several wheat cultivars grown in the Pacific

Northwest. Concurrently, characterization and measurement of the

stages of rust pathogenesis as affected by this type of resistance in

controlled environments were carried out for utility in mathematical

and/or computer simulation models.



SECTION I

STRIPE RUST INCREASE AND SPREAD FROM FOCI IN WHEAT
CULTIVARS WITH GENERAL RESISTANCE

The progress of a plant disease from a focal infection can be

measured by 1) rate of disease increase, and 2) rate of disease

spread. Mathematical models describing both components have been

proposed (Gregory, 1968 and 1973; Kranz, 1974; van der Plank, 1963).

While disease increase and spread are determined by the same fac-

tors (i. e. degree of host-pathogen compatibility as influenced by

genetic and environmental parameters), the quantitative relationship

between them has not been clearly stated (McKenzie, 1975; van der

Plank, 1975).

The purpose of this study was to characterize the quantitative

epidemiological relationships of disease increase and spread from

foci in wheat cultivars with general resistance (Caldwell, 1968; van

der Plank, 1963) to stripe rust (Puccinia striiformis West.) in the

Pacific Northwest.

Quantitative Concepts of Disease Increase
and Disease Spread

Disease Increase

Kranz (1974) reviewed the various mathematical transforma-

tions and models that have been proposed to describe the progress of
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plant disease epidemics. One of the simplest and most useful for

polycyclic diseases such as the cereal rusts is the apparent infection

rate (r) of van der Plank (1963):

1

-t
x2 1 ,r =-t

(loge - log (Equation 1)
2 1

1-x2 e -x I

where r = the rate of disease increase, x_= the proportion of

infected tissue, and t = time in arbitrary units. The term log ---,e 1-x

or "logit" of x, allows the typical "S" shaped population growth

curve to be made linear; x in the numerator adjusts for the "com-

pound interest" effect of the repeated uredial generations while 1-x

in the denominator corrects for the proportion of diseased tissue that

is unavailable for new infections. The r value for different hosts can

thus be compared such that the greater the r, the more susceptible

the host, assuming environmental conditions and pathogen populations

are the same. A low r in a susceptible host would denote unfavor-

able conditions (cold temperatures, lack of moisture for infection,

etc.) for disease development.

Disease Spread

Gregory (1968, 1973) discussed the methods by which disease

spread from a point source, or focus, can be quantified. In cereal

rusts, spores produced from pustules at the focus are disseminated by
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air currents along a gradient that decreases rapdily with increasing

distance from the focus (Fig. 1). The gradient may be shallower on

the downwind side of the focus than on the upwind side. The actual

disease gradient resulting from this dispersal gradient is a function

of the deposition coefficient and infection efficiency of the spores,

though it usually follows the same general shape as the dispersal

gradient. Gregory (1968) averages the upwind and downwind effects

such that d = the mean proportion of disease per unit area on an

annulus of unit width around a point source of inoculum. For corn-

parative purposes, the disease gradient is made linear with a log-log

(or logit-log) transformation of d and distance from the focus (Fig. 1).

The typically negative slope of the disease gradient, thus transformed,

may be calculated by linear regression as follows:

logit y = logit a0 + bilogex (Equation 2)

where y=d, ao = the y intercept, b
1

= the slope, or disease gra-

dient (DG), and x = the distance from the focus. The flattening of

the disease gradient as the epidemic progresses over the season is

interpreted as being the result of secondary spread (Gregory, 1973)

and thus a measure of the rate of disease spread.

Relating Disease Increase to Disease Spread

Clifford (1969) and Smith (1967) extensively studied disease

progress from cereal rust foci, but did not adequately relate disease

increase and spread. van der Plank (1975) approaches this relation-

ship qualitatively by stating that the faster the infection rate is, the



faster the disease gradient flattens. McKenzie (1976) applied Equations

1 and 2 in characterizing stem rust epidemics in several wheat culti-

vars, but agreed with van der Plank (1975) that "the mathematical dif-

ficulties in relating the infection rate and the rate of spread have

remained insuperable."

In approaching this problem, the role of secondary (2°) inocu-

lum in the rate of rust increase and spread in centrally inoculated

plots needs to be clarified. Once 2° lesions are established, periph-

eral areas of the plot would receive increasing amounts of inoculum

which would serve to increase r. But theoretically, 2° lesions should

similarly increase both inoculum density and r at points proximal

to the focus. So 2° spread in and of itself does not appear to explain

the flattening of gradients.

Even in a susceptible host, however, conditions for infection

progressively deteriorate as the epidemic becomes well established.

In explanation, van der Plank (1963) points out that 1) the most sus-

ceptible parts of the plant are attacked first, 2) micro climate condi-

tions become less favorable, and 3) the portion of infected tissue that

is actually infectious decreases as the epidemic progresses. Since

less tissue in peripheral areas of the plot is infected at the time

increasing amounts of inoculum is available from 2° lesions, disease

increase relatively is faster than near the focus (though the absolute

amount of disease is greater near the focus). This situation is fun-

damental in the flattening of disease gradients over the season.
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For a disease gradient to flatten, the average apparent infec-

tion rate for the plot away from the focus must be faster than the r

near the focus. The r at any given distance from the focus is a

function of the rate at which the disease gradient approaches zero, and

will be designated r It may be estimated by subtracting the abso-

lute value of the slope of the disease gradient, DG, from the logit

of the disease level at the focus at successive reading dates and

dividing by the intervening days (Fig. 2; Equation 3)

1
r xf2 - DG2) ( logit xfi-DG )1 (Equation 3)

g t
2

-tl

where t = time, xf = the proportion of diseased tissue at the focus,

and DG = slope of the disease gradient. This r value can now be
g

related mathematically to the apparent infection rate at the focus

(designated rf) between the same reading dates to describe how fast

the epidemic is progressing at the focus in relation to its average

speed on the gradient line extending out from the focus.

Since r is normally larger (faster) than rf, the most
g

meaningful ratio was found to be:

r rf
R = gsp r

g

(Equation 4)

where Rsp = "ratio of spread", r = r on the disease gradient line

extending from the focus and rf = r at the focus. For the example in

Fig. 2, R =
. 167-. 133 0.20. R has the following

sp .167. sp
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Figure 1. Typical disease gradient from focus.
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Figure 2. Example calculation (Equation 3) of rg (r away from the focus)based

on rf (r at the focus) and the change in the slope of the plot disease
gradient (DG) between two successive reading dates.
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characteristics (Fig. 3, A-F): A) when r and rf are equal (the
g

epidemic is proceeding at the same rate at the center as it is out in

the plot), Rsp
= 0; B) when rf is larger than rg (the rate at the

focus is greater than the plot "average", R < 0; C) R >0 but
sp sp

< 1.0 when r is larger than rf and both are increasing (r away
g

from the f focus is greater than r at the focus; this is the usual

case); D) R = 1. 0 when rf is 0 (tissue at the focus has reached
sp

maximum disease) while r is still increasing. If rf decreases
g

while r
g

is still increasing (E), Rsp >1.0; if both rf and r
g

are

negative (F), R is arbitrarily assigned to be > 1. 0 regardless of
sp

their numerical values. It can be seen that the absolute values of

R will change, though describing the same relationships, depending
sp

on the distance from the focus at which r is measured; this is
g

immaterial if the absolute values of DG are used to calculate r .
g

Since deteriorating conditions for infection as disease in-

creases is the basis for flattening of disease gradients, R issp

actually a measure of the degree to which a given disease level in a

given host slows down subsequent disease development. A R = 0
sp

indicates no interaction (e. g. early in the epidemic at very low

disease levels or late in the epidemic when the disease level is hom.o-

geneous in the plot), while values > 0 reflect increasing interaction. A

R > 1. 0 is a function of methods of disease estimation by which a
sp

negative r can be calculated. For example, the disease level as a
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Figure 3 A-F. Diagrams showing how the ratio of spread, R5p = rg - rfir changes as the rate of
disease increase at the focus (rf) is related to the change in the disease gradient
between time 1 (DGi) and a subsequent reading at time 2 (DG2) as measured by rg,
the rate of disease increase away from the focus. A) r =r B) r > r C) r <r
D) r =Q; r >0 E)r 0; r >0 F) r and r <0. f g f g f g

f g
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percent of the living tissue will decrease as conditions for infection

become poor (due to environment or mature host resistance). Older,

highly diseased leaves will eventually senesce leaving younger, upper

leaves with less infection for disease estimation. Fig. 3E illustrates

such a situation at the focus, while the leaves of peripheral plants,

infected later, may still be increasing in disease severity. Subse-

quently these leaves also senesce and r will decrease over the whole

plot (Fig. 3F). A Rsp < 0 reflects localization of inoculum around

the focus under conditions unfavorable for spore dispersal.

The r and R values derived in this section, when viewed
g sp

in conjunction with rf, should make it possible to mathematically

characterize both the increase and spread of an epidemic from a focus.

Their utility in relation to field data involving foci inoculations of

stripe rust in wheat cultivars with general resistance was evaluated.

Materials and Methods

Three soft white winter wheat cultivars were chosen for use

in this study based on their wide cultivation in the Northwest and their

acceptible levels of general resistance to stripe rust. Nugaines, a

semi-dwarf awned wheat, was released in 1965 as an improvement

upon Gaines in stripe rust resistance. It is susceptible as a seedling,

but manifests resistance as an adult plant. Hyslop, another semi-

dwarf awned wheat, was released in 1971 and is ontogenetically
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similar to Nugaines in rust resistance. Yamhill is a cultivar suited

to the western valleys of Oregon and Washington, and is awnless with

medium straw length. It was considered resistant when released in

1969 but rust populations later developed which cause relatively low

levels of disease. Recently, Line (1976) has reported severe epi-

demics of stripe rust on Yamhill in the Skagit Valley of Washington.

The fourth cultivar was Federation, a tall, awnless soft white facul-

tative spring wheat which can be successfully sown in the fall (given

a mild winter), which served as a susceptible check.

Plots were established at three locations in 1974-75 and five

locations in 1975-76 that represent environmentally different Oregon

wheat growing areas. The 1974-75 locations were as follows: 1)

Hyslop Agronomy Farm, 16 km north of Corvallis in the Willamette

Valley of western Oregon; this non-irrigated farm is in an area of

100 cm annual rainfall with a mild wet winter, dry summers, and a

191 day growing season. 2) Ruggs Farm, 28 km east of Pendleton

in the eastern part of the Columbia Basin; this non-irrigated farm

receives 65 cm of precipitation per year, and has a 155 day growing

season. 3) Cuthbert Farm, 24 km northeast of LaGrande in the

Grande Ronde Valley; sprinkler irrigation supplements 53 cm of

yearly moisture, and the growing season is 160 days. The 1975-76

locations were essentially identical to the 1974-75 locations with the

addition of the two following: 1) Sherman Experiment Station near the
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town of Moro in the western part of the Columbia Basin; this is a

non-irrigated wheat/fallow area with 30 cm of precipitation annually

and a growing season of 165 days. 2) Central Oregon Experiment

Station, near Madras; sprinkler irrigation supplements 32 cm of

annual precipitation, and there are 101 growing days.

Wheat was sown in early October at all locations both years at

the rate of 67kg/ha. Plots of each cultivar were approx. 21m x 21m

in 1974-75 and 30.5m x 30.5m in 1975-76. Spring replanting of

Federation what in March was necessary both years at La Grande due

to winter kill. Plots were adjacent to each other in either a square

or rectangular configuration.

Foci of stripe rust were initiated by transplanting .infected

wheat plants to the center of each plot. Stripe rust inoculum used at

all locations in both years originated as composite field collections

representing the virulence range in eastern and western Oregon and

was increased on a seedling composite of wheat cultivars. The 1974-

75 foci inoculations were made in mid-March with sporulating Omar

wheat plants which had been inoculated in the field. 1975-76 foci were

established the first week of November with sporulating Nugaines

seedlings that had been greenhouse inoculated and hardened outside.

The Madras location was not inoculated until April 23 since the wheat

had not sufficiently emerged the previous fall due to cold weather,

and a re-establishment of the foci at LaGrande at this same time was
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necessary due to a complete killing of all stripe rust infected leaves

by severe cold in February.

Forty observation, stations in each plot were marked with

2.5 x 1.9 cm stakes approx. 1.5 m long so they could be located

easily in the mature wheat crop. The arrangement of these stakes

followed the eight points of the compass on five concentric circles

radiating out from the center. The radii of these circles were mea-

sured in feet and for calculating convenience in the log transforma-

tion were not converted to metric measure. In 1974-75 these radii

were 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 feet and in 1975-76 were 4, 8, 16, 32, and

50 feet.

Disease levels were estimated at each station in accordance

with the International Scales accepted by the First International

Yellow Rust Conference (Zadoks, 1961) with some modifications

(Appendix 7). The percent of leaf area diseased, or "percentage of

attack" (PA) was estimated by a numerical scale (degree of attack or

DA) that denotes approximate logarithmic increases in disease. The

PA for the focus (PAf) was estimated as the disease level for the

annulus (d ) one foot from the transplanted inoculum source.

The infection type (IT) was based on a decimal index value

describing various degrees of host-pathogen compatibility (Appendix

7). Infection types are difficult to evaluate in the field, with grada-

tions of compatibility often covering two or more classes even on the
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same leaf. It was therefore recorded as a plot average rather than

at each observation point unless areas of significantly different IT

were noted. Readings of PA and IT as well as growth stage (Ap-

pendix 7) were recorded at 2-3 week (or longer early in the season)

intervals during the months of significant disease increase at each

loc ation.

Results

Rust developed sufficiently at all locations for informative

observation of disease increase and spread (Fig. 4). The disease

progress at Corvallis, 1975-76 (Fig. 5, A-C) represents the mild

winter western Oregon conditions while Pendleton, 1975-76 (Fig. 6,

A-C) represents the colder winter eastern Oregon environment; both

were fall inoculated. Disease progress calculations are listed for all

cultivars at all locations in Appendix 1.

Disease Levels and Infection Types

Nugaines consistently had the highest disease levels adjacent

to the primary focus at the first reading date following inoculation

(e.g. Fig. 5A and 6A). Hyslop and Federation generally followed,

then Yamhill. Nugaines foliage was the most winter hardy in eastern

Oregon, and supported rust through the severe weather in February,

1976, while diseased leaves on the other three cultivars virtually all died.
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The maximum PA as a plot average (though disease levels near

the focus were usually higher) that was reached during the season in

each cultivar at each location is illustrated in Fig. 4. Federation

functioned well as a susceptible control, though it displayed the sur-

prising characteristic of virtually complete resistance during the

winter and early spring in eastern Oregon. This appeared to be due to

factors other than its lack of winter hardiness since visible disease

divelopment on foliage that had not winter killed was delayed long after

the rust on Nugaines and Hyslop began to increase rapidly (Fig. 6A).

Thus yields were reduced much less than at Corvallis where the epi-

demic culminated much earlier in the season (Section II). Nugaines

was next in susceptibility, followed by Hyslop, though both exhibited

a marked mature plant resistance (Fig. 5A and 6A) that is enhanced

by high temperature (Section III). Yamhill was susceptible as a seed-

ling, became resistant in the mid-growth stages, and then was some-

what susceptible in the late growth stages though the flag leaf sup-

ported less rust than the lower leaves. Only at Corvallis and Pendle-

ton in 1975-76, where conditions particularly favored rust develop-

ment, did Yamhill develop more than PA 10. At Moro (Fig. 4), sub-

stantial rust developed early in Nugaines while the epidemic in Feder-

ation was very late due to its 'scold weather resistance". Drought

conditions later limited new infections on all cultivars. The Nugaines

plot at Madras was inadvertantly skipped on the last irrigation which
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caused the low PA in relation to Hyslop. This points out the necessity

of favorable moisture conditions for maximum rust development.

Rates of disease increase near the foci were extremely vari-

able over the season, though Federation maintained a fairly steady

rate in the range of r = 0.15 to 0.25 per unit per day once epidemic

conditions were favorable. This agrees with the rates Emge (1976),

Shaner (1971), Zadoks (1961), and others have reported for stripe rust

epidemics in susceptible hosts. The other cultivars exhibited rates

at least this fast in some stages of development though at the adult

plant stage rates were drastically reduced.

Infection types were rated susceptible (7 to 9) on all cultivars

in the early growth stages. Sporulation became increasingly sparse

on Nugaines and Hyslop as the season progressed, and virtually

ceased in the last stages of crop maturation. A week of rainy, cool

weather, however, reinitiated sporulation on the edges of semi-

necrotic lesions at Pendleton in 1974-75. Federation maintained IT's

of 6-9 throughout the disease epidemic while Yamhill had IT's of 4-8

in its susceptible stages.

Plot Disease Gradients

The slope of the plot disease gradients were calculated by

linear regression (Equation 2) of the PA readings (averaged as d )

at the foci and at each distance out from the foci except for the 32 ft.
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and 50 ft. readings in 1974-75 and 1975-76. These were not included

in the linear regression since some were inflated due to inoculum

from an adjacent plot. The coefficient of determination for these

gradients was above 0.95 in almost all cases (Appendix 1). The initial

disease gradient (Fig. 5C and 6C, day 20 and 28) is a result of the

primary spore dispersal gradient and at the two representative loca-

tions ranged from -1.98 to -3.03. Those at Moro (Appendix 1), how-

ever, were shallower (-0.76 to -1.65). This was probably due to the

dry winds that characterize this area which would flatten the spore

dispersal gradient.

Yamhill at most locations had steeper initial gradients than

the other cultivars (Fig. 6A; Appendix 1). This could be explained by

either 1) differences in leaf shape or surface characteristics (Russel,

1974) which could affect the dispersal gradient and/or deposition

coefficient, or 2) non-linear response to inoculum levels which reach

an infection site. This would mean that a high spore density, as near

the focus, was necessary to initiate infection.

The gradients in all cultivars flattened (Fig. 5C and 6C) as the

epidemic progressed. The rate at which they flattened was surpris-

ingly consistent for all cultivars on successive reading dates, even

when the rate of disease increase at the focus had slowed down or

became negative. However, the flattening of the disease gradient in

the cultivars with adult plant resistance was in part a function of the
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method of disease assessment. Estimated disease levels near the

focus decreased as lower leaves with higher levels of disease senesced,

leaving less severely rusted upper leaves for disease estimation.

Thus r at the focus was negative while r at the edge of the plot

(where lower leaves, infected later, had not yet senesced) was still

positive; the apparent disease gradient then flattened rapidly though

it did not connote a coincident rapid increase of diseased tissue in the

plot.

Ratio of Spread

The R values for the two representative locations are
sp

graphed in Fig. 5B and 6B. Federation maintained a consistent Rs

in the range of 0.10 to 0.30 (outlined area on graph) until complete

disease development was reached at the focus, at which point the

R = 1.0. The other cultivars exhibited more variation even before
sp

adult plant resistance was expressed, showing that they are physio-

logically extremely variable in reaction to the stripe rust fungus as

growth stage and environment change. Nugaines and Hyslop R 's,sp

however, were usually within the .10 to .30 range in their susceptible

stages. Yamhill, in its late rust development, typically had a high

Rsp though rf was also rapid. Rsp
values at other locations

(Appendix 1) were somewhat more variable (in response to often

unfavorable conditions for infection) but generally verified the two
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Given favorable conditions of temperature and moisture and a

susceptible host, stripe rust disease development is described by an

rf of about 0.15 to 0.25 per unit per day and an R of between 0.10sp

to 0.30. Lower values of rf reflect unfavorable conditions for infec-

tion, while lower values of R (regardless of the value of rf)Rs

reflect an epidemic that is remaining more "focal" than normal, prob-

ably due to unfavorable conditions for spore dispersal. R valuessp

higher than 0.30 suggest a suppression of disease development near

the focus that is more pronounced than the "normal" deteriorating

conditions for infection as disease increases (perhaps analagous to a

delayed hypersensitive reaction). This was demonstrated by the

upper two leaves of Nugaines and Hyslop and the flag leaf of Yamhill,

where PA approached an apparent maximum which was attained

several days sooner near the center of the plot than towards the edge.

Thus, the effectiveness of the adult plant resistance is to some extent

determined by the amount of infection already in the leaves. A high

Rsp coupled with a relatively high rf (as compared with the suscep-

tible check) suggests that either conditions for spore dissemination

from the focus are extremely favorable or that inoculum from outside

sources is entering the plot. An outside source of inoculum would
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overpower and flatten the focal inoculum gradient, particularly if the

focus was weak, as in early stages of development. This could ex-

plain the typically high Rsp (above 0.50) for Yamhill when it became

susceptible late in the season.

The host-pathogen-environment parameters that condition rf

also condition r but the dynamics of spore dispersal is the param-
g

eter that determines their proportionality (R ). Thus, the common
sp

practice of assessing general resistance in "breeders' plots" that are

homogeneously inoculated appears to be epidemiologically justified.

The only qualification may be cultivars ;having growth or leaf surface

characteristics that would facilitate or hinder "normal" spore disper-

sal, raising or lowering R respectively. High (above 0.30) R
sp sp

values characterize adult plant resistance as being enhanced by

increasing disease levels in the leaves. However, the actual identi-

fication of adult plant resistance is accomplished adequately by homo-

geneously inoculated plots. Though adult plant resistance is effective

in arresting the epidemic, Nugaines (and to a lesser extent Hyslop)

can be rusted to a reasonably high degree before becoming resistant,

which has an impact on yield (Section II).

The R value adequately quantifies the relationship of disease
sp

increase and spread from foci in stripe rust. It should also be

applicable to other cerql rusts, and to other host-pathogen systems.
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Each disease has a typical range of r in susceptible hosts. It seems

likely that there is also a coincident typical range of R .sp
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SECTION II

YIELD GRADIENTS ASSOCIATED
WITH WHEAT STRIPE RUST FOCI

The deleterious effects of stripe rust (Puccinia striiformis

West.) on wheat plants and consequent reduction in grain yield have

been well documented (Bever, 1937; Doodson et al., 1964; Hendrix,

et al., 1965). Losses in the field, however, are often not consistent

with the amount of disease observed. The main difficulty lies in the

fact that rust damage may be aggravated or compensated by meteorol-

ogical, nutritional, and/or biotic factors (Hogg, et al., 1969).

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of stripe

rust on cultivars with general resistance (Nugaines, Hyslop, and

Yamhill), as compared with a susceptible cultivar (Federation).

Disease spread from a focus generates variation in disease levels and

duration in different areas of a plot in accordance with the rate of

disease increase and spread (Section I). This variation offers a unique

opportunity to correlate observed disease with yield loss due to

stripe rust.

Materials and Methods

The "area under the disease progress curve" (van der Plank,

1963) was chosen as the predictor for yield loss. This model does
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not account for the possibly different impact on yield for a given level

of rust at different growth stages. However, it has advantages over a

critical point model considering that stripe rust on winter wheat is

typically a "long season" epidemic (van der Plank, 1963). Its rate of

progress is extremely variable, particularly on cultivars with onto-

genetically changing resistance. A multiple point model would poten-

tially be applicable for such an epidemic (James, 1974). In its simp-

lest form, however, it does not adequately account for the length of

time the host remains in any one growth stage. This has been shown

to affect yield reduction attributable to stripe rust (Emge and Johnson,

1972).

The area under the disease progress curve (ADC) was esti-

mated in a similar fashion to the "A-value" of Wilcoxon et al. (1974):.
1

ADC = E
2i=1

x_ x.
1
) x t. t.

-
) (Equation 5)

where i = a reading date, k = the number of successive reading dates,

x = proportion of diseased tissue (PA/100) at a given reading date,

t = the time in days from inoculation for a particular reading date,

and at to, x = 0. The ADC was computed for each of 40 observation

stations radiating out from centrally inoculated foci in plots of the

four cultivars.

Grain samples were collected in 1974-75 at Corvallis and

La Grande and in 1975-76 at Corvallis, Pendleton, and Moro. Two
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two-foot rows were hand harvested at each observation station and

threshed with a Vogel-type plot thresher. An exception was at Cor-

vallis in 1975-76 where 100 heads were randomly selected adjacent

to each observation point to correct for an uneven stand that had

resulted from herbicide/cold weather damage. The 100 head sample

adequately measured yield since tillering was mostly complete before

high rust levels were reached. The yield and thousand kernel weights

(1000 kw) were recorded for each sample and were correlated with

the matching ADC utilizing linear regression analysis.

Results

Though final disease levels were often homogeneous in a given

plot, maximum ADC values were located near the foci but decreased

and reached a minimum towards the edge of the plots (Table 1). The

disease progress curves at the two individual reading stations (one

near the focus and one near the edge of the plot) that maximized and

minimized the ADC is illustrated in Figure 7 for the cultivars at

Corvallis in 1975-76. The very small sampling areas (four feet of

row) at each observation point that were necessitated by the plot de-

sign resulted in a large variation in yield between samples with simi-

lar ADC levels (coefficient of variation = 10-20%). However, the

variation was homogenous in any one cultivar at any one location.

The thousand kernel weight was less variable (c. v. = 5-10%). The



Table 1. Relation between the area under the disease progress curve (ADC) and yield gradients associated with stripe rust foci at five Oregon locations.
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average plot yield and 1000 kw are listed for each cultivar in Table 1

along with the results of the linear regression relating ADC to yield

and 1000 kw. The coefficient of determination (r2
) values are

CD

generally low which would be expected as a consequence of the high

variability in the individual samples. However, the rCD in only two

of the cultivar/location combinations in which stripe rust was of any

consequence failed to be statistically significant at the .05 level;

most were highly significant (.01). Only four 2
rCD values were sig-

nificant for 1000 kw. Tests for lack of fit of the regression equations

showed that in only two cases (Hyslop wheat at Corvallis and Pendleton

in 1975-76) was the hypothesis rejected that the ADC-yield and ADC-

1000 kw relationship is linear.

The y-intercept (a0) seemed to be a realistic prediction of the

potential yield. This was tested at Corvallis in 1975-76 by compari-

son with yields from fungicide (BAS31710F at 494 g a. i. /h) treated

areas adjacent to the observation plot. Nugaines yielded 130 g per

100 heads, very close to the predicted 127.9 g. Hyslop yielded 210 g

per 100 heads vs. the predicted 207.9; Yamhill 208 g vs. 215.4 g.

Federation, however, was predicted at 44.7 g while its yield in the

control area was 124 g; severe head infection possibly masked ADC

effects. The predictive 1000 kw values seem reasonable in most

cases except for Federation.

The percent loss in yield and 1000 kw per unit ADC was
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computed by dividing the respective regression coefficients (b1) by

the average plot yield or 1000 kw. These ranged from 0. 75% to 2.9%

for yield and 1. 6% to 0,2% for 1000 kw (Table 1). This variation,

particularly within cultivars, gives an indication of the effect of given

levels of disease under different environments.

While Nugaines developed significant amounts of rust at all

locations except La Grande, yield loss per unit ADC was consistently

low (1.0-1.8%) in comparison with Federation (1.9-2.9%) which sug-

gests disease tolerance. Hyslop developed sufficient rust to cause

measurable yield loss only at Corvallis and Pendleton in 1975-76,

but the loss was non-linear with the ADC's. A loss in yield was

apparent up to about ADC 10.0, after which additional disease (up to

an ADC of 32.4 at Corvallis) seemed to condition little additional loss

in yield. The only location where a significant amount of rust

developed on Yamhill was at Corvallis (1975-76) where the yield loss

per ACD unit was approx. 1.2%. The PA of Federation reached 99%

at three of the locations. The difference in maximum ADC values

between these plots was a function of the time before crop maturity

that the epidemic reached PA 99. For example, PA 99 occurred at

GS 60 at Corvallis in 1975-76 (Fig. 7). Each day until GS 90 added

approx. one unit to the ADC and an almost total crop loss resulted.

At Pendleton, on the other hand, PA 99 was approximately coincident

with crop maturity (GS 90) and yield loss was much less. In general,
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the loss in yield per ADC unit (1.9-2.9%) was greater for Federation

than for the other cultivars except at Moro, where ADC values of up

to 10.5 did not cause appreciable yield loss.

The average plot yield was compared with the disease free

yield potential as predicted by the y-intercept of the regression equa-

tions and fungicide treated checks. Nugaines sustained yield losses

of 11% to 26% in significantly rusted plots while Federation losses

ranged from 25% to 86%. Yamhill and Hyslop yield was reduced by

approx. 10% at Corvallis in 1975-76, while Hyslop losses at Pendleton

were about 20%. The range of these losses are consistent with those

reported in the Northwest by other authors (Hendrix et al., 1965).

Discussion

Differing environments at the various locations conditioned

the yield loss due to a given level of stripe rust. Thus the estimated

yield loss per unit ADC varied within a cultivar at different locations

even when the ADC values overlapped. The early, relatively high rust

levels on Nugaines at Moro, for instance, could have weakened the

root system (Bever, 1937; Hendrix and Lloyd, 1970). The effect on

eventual yield would have been amplified by the moisture stress con-

ditions that developed before crop maturity at this location. On the

other hand, effects on yield by the relatively late rust infection at

this location on Federation were probably negated by the same stress
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conditions which amplified yield loss on Nugaines.

The yield loss per unit ADC shows that Nugaines is more toler-

ant to a given level of rust than is Federation. Hyslop also appeared

more tolerant after an ADC of about 10.0 was reached, and the yield

loss of Yamhill per unit ADC was less than Federation at the one

location Yamhill had significant disease development. This tolerance

may have a basis in the pattern of rust development in which, due to

the patterns of resistance, the upper leaves of Nugaines and Hyslop

and flag leaf of Yamhill had only moderate levels of rust even if the

lower leaves are heavily rusted. The upper leaves of Federation, on

the other hand, were usually 100% rusted. Since most of the carbo-

hydrate in the grain comes from the tissue above the flag leaf node

(Thorne, 1965), yield may be affected more by a given level and

duration of disease on the flag leaf and extent of head infection than

disease on lower leaves.

The yield was correlated better with the ADC's than was the

thousand kernel weight. This is perhaps to be expected since 1000 kw

is only one of three major yield components. Yield loss is a function

of 1) the reduction in 1000 kw; 2) fewer heads due to reduced tiller-

ing from severe fall (Hendrix and Fuchs, 1972) and early spring

infection; and 3) fewer florets per head that produce kernels.

Doodson et al. (1964) explained that if the number of florets per head

are severely curtailed, the kernels that do mature may be of near-
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normal or even above average size and weight. This could explain

the increasing 1000 kw with increasing ADC in Nugaines at Moro.

The degree of head infection can have a large impact on 1000

kw (Purdy and Allan, 1965; Doodson et al., 1964; Doling and Doodson,

1968). Yamhill had no head infection, while that of Federation

reached 100% in the locations where the epidemic progressed to PA

99 . Nugaines and Hyslop reached approx. 35% head infection at

Pendleton and 75% and 30%, respectively, at Corvallis in 1975-76.

Tests (Appendix 2) showed that kernels enclosed in rust infected

glumes were reduced in weight 10-16% compared with kernels from

non-infected glumes. Since head infection occurred after the plot

disease gradient had essentially flattened, the consequent reduction

in 1000 kw would not be correlated with the ADC on the leaves. Thus

the 100% head infection in Federation that occurred much sooner at

Corvallis than at Pendleton in 1975-76 probably explains the much

greater loss in yield and 1000 kw than the difference in ADC's would

suggest.

Disease-yield loss experiments typically utilize different dates

of inoculation and fungicide sprays to measure effects of different

disease levels between a given number of blocks of the host (James,

1974). The results of this study show that correlating a great variety

of disease levels and duration with yield loss can be successfully

accomplished under the same within-plot environmental conditions by
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utilizing the ADC range within a centrally inociulated plot. Some

cautions must be exercised in interpreting the results, however.

The complete range of ADC from zero to maximum disease was not

available at any one location for a particular cultivar, and thus the

linearity found in one portion of the ADC-yield less loss curve may

not necessarily describe the entire relationship. Monitoring head

infection for inclusion in computing ADC's may correct part of this

error.

Though these limitations do not invalidate the ADC-yield loss

model, a better model would be one that combines both the level and

duration of disease with its relative impact at any one growth stage.

This could possibly be incorporated into a sophisticated multiple

regression model. But perhaps the best model would be a computer

simulator which could weight the effects of the level and/or duration

of disease at any growth stage according to environmental conditions

which may either aggravate or compensate the subsequent yield loss.
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SECTION III

LABORATORY MEASUREMENT OF COMPONENTS OF GENERAL
RESISTANCE TO STRIPE RUST

Stripe rust (Puccinia striiformis West) increase and spread

from foci in the field were analyzed in Section I. To support the field

observations, studies were conducted to characterize disease develop-

ment at the autecological level. The following quantitative effects of

resistance on stripe rust pathogenesis were measured: 1) reduction

in successful infections relative to a given amount of inoculum, 2)

increased latent period, 3) decreased rate of systemic lesion growth,

and 4) decreased daily and/or cumulative 2° inoculum produced per

unit area of infected tissue. These components of resistance were

evaluated in relation to their effects on field epidemiology and utility

for parameter estimation in stripe rust computer simulation models

(Rijsdijk, 1975; Shrum, 1975).

Materials and Methods

Growth stage-susceptibility interactions are common in wheat

cultivars infected with stripe rust (Purdy and Allen, 1963; Russel and

Hudson, 1974; Zadoks, 1961) and susceptibility at any one growth

stage may be altered by temperature (Sharp, 1966).

Two experiments were set up to quantify host-pathogen-

temperature interactions for the various phases of plant development.
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One set (Experiment 1) of four wheat cultivars (Nugaines, Hyslop and

Yamhill having general resistance, and the susceptible control,

Federation) were grown to maturity in a growth chamber with a night-

day temperature regime of 2-18C. Another set (Experiment 2) were

grown at varying temperatures that simulated those of the typical mild

winter wheat growing season in Westen Oregon. Additional experi-

ments and field observations clarified and substantiated data obtained

from the main experiments.

Inoculation was accomplished with a modified air pistol which

projected spores into a settling tower into which leaves or whole

plants had been placed. Five mg of spores gave an average density

on the tower stage between 700 and 1100 spores/cm
2

. After inocula-

tion the plants were placed in a dew chamber at 11C for 12 hours to

initiate spore germination and penetration. Spore deposition and ger-

mination were monitored by placing petri dishes containing 1. 5% water

agar in the tower and dew chamber along with the plant material.

Inoculum was the same as that used in the field studies (Section 1).

Latent period (LP) was measured in days from inoculation to

initial sporulation of infected tissue.

Percentage of attack (PA) was recorded as the percent of

infected leaf tissue and estimated two days after initial sporulation.

Lesion growth (LG) was measured as the average linear

growth (cm/day) of the leading edge of the sporulating region of a
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lesion. In seedling plants a lesion usually occupies the entire width

of a leaf; however the lesion is confined to inter-veinal areas in adult

plants, producing a "striping" effect.

Infection type (IT) was estimated the same time as PA in

accordance with the decimal index value where 9 = abundant sporu-

lation with no chlorosis and 1 = necrotic or chlorotic flecks with no

sporulation (Appendix 7).

A method of measuring daily spore production (SP) was devised

which gave good results whether spore number was high or very low.

A Millipore filter holder and clamp (xx 10 025 03) formed the basis of

the apparatus (Fig. 8). Glass tubes of different lengths to enclose a

corresponding leaf size were clamped onto the holder upon which a

25 mm filter (SCWP02500) with 81-1 pores had been placed. The neck

of the holder was inserted through a rubber stopper into a 50 ml

vacuum flask which was in turn connected to a vacuum pump. The

glass tube was carefully fitted over a leaf and a vacuum applied while

gently tapping the sides of the tube against the edges of the leaf. Many

spores impacted on the filter while- others adhered to the sides of the

tube; after the leaf was removed these were washed onto the filter

with freon 113 (trichlorotrifluoroethane). This liquid suspends the

hydrophobic spores efficiently but evaporates fast, leaving the filter

dry. The filter with its impacted spores was then removed from the

holder and placed in a glass bottle, where it could be conveniently
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Figure 8. Spore collection and measurement apparatus.
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stored for an indefinite period. The spores were counted by re-

suspending in freon 113. Vigorous stirring for a few moments pro-

duced a homogeneous suspension from which four aliquots were taken

with a .01 ml pipette and spotted onto a glass slide. The freon evap-

orated quickly but left a residue to which the spores adhered so they

were not dislodged during subsequent handling of the slide. The spots

were scanned with a microscope and the spores counted and multiplied

by the dilution factor to give an estimate of actual spore number har-

vested from a given leaf. Sporulation was based on the production of

spores per unit area of infectious tissue. This was determined by mea-

suring the total inoculated area of a leaf and multiplying by the PA./

100. Thus 1 cm2 of infectious tissue could have a varying amount of

actual pustule surface area depending on the IT. This is a major

factor in resultant spore production.

Infectious period (IP) was measured in days from initial

sporulation of a given pustulated area until its senescence. This

is somewhat arbitrary since SP diminishes to very low levels before

the pustulated area actually dies. The time that tissue approached

the latter condition was designated as the end of the infectious period.
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This study was initiated to determine growth stage-suscept -

bility interactions among the four cultivars. Four field-vernalized

plants of each cultivar were transplanted at growth stage (GS) 15

(Appendix 7) into plastic pots filled with greenhouse soil mix. These

were grown in a growth chamber at 2-18°C diurnal night-day temper-

ature with light intensity at approx. 20,000 lux for 15 hr/day. Secon-

dary tillers were kept pruned so that only the main shoot remained.

Inoculations were made on fully expanded leaves at selected growth

stages (Fig. 9). Leaves of three of the plants of each cultivar were

inoculated on their adaxial surface by taping them to the stage of the

settling tower. The middle of the adaxial surface of the same respec-

tive leaves of the fourth plant were inoculated with a camel hairs

brush in a band about 0.5 cm wide to facilitate measurement of lesion

growth. The primary leaves in most cases had already senesced in

the field before transplanting so were not included in the inoculations.

The last inoculation included only the flag leaves. The total number

of leaves inoculated on the main shoot of each cultivar ranged from

9 on Federation to 13 on Yamhill. All plants were given a dew treat-

ment, then returned to the growth chamber for disease development.

Measurements were made on all four plants for LP and IT,

while the three tower-inoculated plants were evaluated for PA and
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IP. Due to logistics, only two of the plants of each cultivar were

included in SP measurement, while the fourth plant served for calcu-

lation of LG. In general, the infection progressed similarly in the

leaves of the different plants of the same cultivar at a given inocula-

tion time. The values given in Fig. 9 are an average of all leaves

involved.

A growth stage susceptibility interaction was evident for all

cultivars except Federation (Fig. 9). The PA of the three resistant

cultivars decreased with respect to Federation as plant age increased.

Yamhill showed only 30%, Hyslop 50%, and Nugaines 80% as much

infection on the flag leaf as Federation in response to the same

amount of inoculum. The latent period of seedling Yamhill plants,

at 21 days, was almost twice as long as the other cultivars. This

increased to 24 days in the adult plant, while the LP of Nugaines and

Hyslop increased to 18-19 days; Federation remained at 12-13 days.

Lesion growth ranged from 0.20 to 0.25 cm/day over all growth

stages in Federation, while LG in Nugaines started this fast but

slowed to about half that in the adult plants. Lesion growth in Hyslop

ranged from 0.12 to 0.17 cm/day except for a significant slowing to

0.08 on the leaves inoculated at GS 34, while Yamhill followed this

same pattern though consistently slightly slower. The qualitative

assessment of infection type was consistently highest (8-9) for Feder-

ation, while Nugaines was equally susceptible until the later growth
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stages when it dropped to IT7. Hyslop was also susceptible as a seedling

(IT 8) but quickly shifted to a more resistant reaction (IT 5-6). The

IT of Yamhill (4-5) was fairly constant. Sporulation overall was

highest in Federation, ranging from 20,000-31,000 spores/cm
2 in-

fected tissue/day. Nugaines produced similar numbers except for a

significant reduction at GS 24 and as an adult plant (GS 58). Hyslop

generally produced about half as many spores as Federation and

Nugaines except as a seedling, when it was equal. Yamhill produced

the fewest spores (approx. 10,000 spores/cm
2 infectious-tissue/day

on seedling and adult leaves but less than 5,000 in the mid-growth

stages). Infectious period was similar for all cultivars (10-13 days)

and did not appear to change with plant age. In summation, Nugaines

and Hyslop became more resistant with increasing plant age (lower

PA, longer LP, slower LG, and lower IT) Sporulation decreased in

Hyslop but was variable in Nugaines. Yamhill became resistant in the

juvenile stages (GS 34 - GS 48) and then was more susceptible as a

mature plant (GS 58), but overall Yamhill was the most resistant cul-

tivar based on components measured.

Experiment 2

This study was designed to measure growth stage susceptibility

interactions under simulated field conditions of temperature, light,

and day-length (Fig. 10). Plant inoculation and disease measurement
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Figure 9 A-F. Quantitative components of stripe rust
pathogensis in four wheat cultivars grown
at constant 2-18C night-day temperature
regime.

Figure 10 A-F. Quantitative components of stripe rust
pathogenesis in four wheat cultivars grown
at simulated western Oregon temperature
profiles, light intensities, and day length
at different growth stages.
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details were similar to Exp. 1.

The variable temperature regimes at different growth stages

intensified some of the differential host-pathogen interactions (Fig.

10) that were identified in the constant 2-18C temperature regime.

As seedling plants (2-11C), all of the cultivars except Yamhill were

relatively susceptible (1T6-9) though the cool temperatures increased

latent period and decreased lesion growth in all cultivars. Yamhill

was again the most resistant with the latent period twice as long and

about half the spore production of the other cultivars. Spore produc-

tion for the primary leaf averaged about 13,000 spores /cm2 infected

tissue/day for all cultivars and 22,000 for the second leaf; the differ-

ence was particularly striking for Hyslop. This may be due to embryo

influences on the primary leaf, as discussed by Stubbs (1968). The

cold (2-6C) profile conditioned a general slow-down in disease prog-

ress, with the latent period in Yamhill reaching 60 days, almost twice

as long as the other cultivars. Though infection type and spore produc-

tion decreased, the infectious period and leaf longevity increased in

proportion so that total spore production for an infected leaf was

similar to the spore production at higher temperatures, when both

host and pathogen growth was faster. As the temperature was moder-

ated (2-13C to 4-18C; GS 35), disease progress accelerated and was

similar for all cultivars to that reported in Experiment 1 (2-18C) for

a similar growth stage.
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When the temperature profile was increased to 7-24C at GS 46,

and Hyslop changed from IT 7 to IT 4 and spore production decreased

50-75% below that at an equivalent growth stage at the 2-18C tempera-

ture profile (Exp. 1). However, latent period became shorter and

lesion growth was approximately the same. Thus the higher tempera-

tures intensified adult plant resistance in Nugaines and Hyslop as

measured by infection type and sporulation. Yamhill, however, be-

came more susceptible in most phases of pathogenesis as compared

with the 2-18C profile. Sporulation almost doubled and the latent

period shortened and became equivalent to that of the other cultivars

(11-12 days).

A day temperature of 31C suppressed disease development,

and incubation at 15-34C killed the rust mycelium in the leaves of all

cultivars. Lesions became necrotic and did not resume growth when

the 7-24C profile was resumed. Subsequent inoculation of the flag

leaf showed that while PA was de pressed even in Federation, the

high temperatures did not condition a lasting inhibition to rust develop-

ment.

Experiments 3A and 3B

The temperature-susceptibility interaction of the cultivars

that was exhibited at higher temperatures and advanced growth stages

in Exp. 2 was investigated further. Experiments were conducted to
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ascertain whether high temperatures would induce this interaction in

seedling plants. At the same time, inoculum level interactions were

studied.

Seedlings of each cultivar were grown (15 per 10 cm pot) in

vermiculite sub-irrigated with a high NO3 modified Hoagland's solu-

tion. In experiment 3A six pots of each cultivar were maintained in a

growth chamber at 10-30°C, with a control group at 2-18°C. When

the second leaf was fully expanded, half of the pots of each cultivar

from each temperature regime were inoculated in a settling tower

with 5 mg of spores (the same collection as that used in the previous

experiments) and the other half with 20 mg. After a dew treatment

at 11C for 12 hours, they were returned to their respective growth

chambers for rust development. In a subsequent, similar experi-

ment (Exp. 3B) the temperature regime was 15-27C with a 2-18C

control and spore dosages of 8 mg and 32 mg.

Readings of percentage of attack and infection type were made

15 days after inoculation in Exp. 3A and 20 days in Exp. 3B (Table 2).

The PA's and IT's for the respective 5 mg- 8 mg and 20 mg -

32 mg spore dosages for the 2-18C regime were not as similar as

was expected. Particularly notable was the generally higher IT's

in Exp. 3B than in Exp. 3A. The disparity may be in some extent

due to the difference in reading dates after inoculation for the two

experiments. Systemic lesion growth could in part account for the
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Table 2. Effect of temperature and inoculum dosage on stripe rust
infection of wheat seedlings.

Cultivar
Inoculum

Dosage
(mg)

Exp. 3A
10-30C 2-18C

PA1 IT2 PA IT

NUGAINES 5 2.9 1.7 7.5 6.0
20 18.8 2.7 13.6 7.0

HYSLOP 5 2.3 1.7 7.4 4.7
20 14.4 3.0 12.0 6.3

YAMHILL 5 0.5 0.7 4.1 2.3
20 6.2 1.0 8.8 3.3

FEDERATION 5 15.2 3.3 14.2 8.0
20 33.8 4.0 37.7 8.0

Exp. 3B
15-27C 2-18C

PA IT PA IT

NUGAINES 8 21.3 6.3 11.0 8.7
32 42.8 7.0 42.0 8.0

HYSLOP 8 13.3 5.7 16.5 7.3
32 22.0 8.0 30.0 7.7

YAMHILL 8 2.3 5.7 6.5 6.7
32 8.4 5.7 13.2 6.7

FEDERATION 8 18.8 8.0 35.0 8.3
32 39.0 8.0 44.0 8.0

1 Percentage of attack; average of three pots of 15 seedlings each.
2 Infection type; average of three pots of 15 seedlings each.
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anomaly in PA, and IT often increases for a day or two after initial

sporulation as additional pustules rupture the epidermis. This seems

especially true for Yamhill and somewhat less so for Nugaines,

Hyslop, and Federation. Therefore, attempts to numerically relate

Exp. 3A and Exp. 3B should be approached with caution.

The two experiments were analyzed separately for PA and IT

(Table 3) in accordance with a factorial randomized complete-block

design (Steele and Torrie, 1960). The overall PA in Exp. 3A differed

for inoculum dosage (INOC) and between cultivars (CULT) but not for

temperature (TEMP). The average PA for Nugaines and Hyslop at

both temperature regimes was approximately 5% and 14% with 5 and

20 mg of spores, for Federation 15% and 35% and Yamhill 2% and 8%.

An analysis of the INOC x CULT and TEMP x INOC x CULT inter-

action shows that at the 10-30C temperature profile, the PA of

Nugaines, Hyslop, and Yamhill increased over 6x with a 4x increase

in inoculum, while Federation increased only 2x. At 2-18C the PA of

all cultivars increased approximately 2x.

Differences in IT were significant in Exp. 3A for TEMP, INOC,

and CULT. IT's were higher at the lower temperature profile (2-18C)

and at the higher inoculum dosage (20 mg). Federation had the most

susceptible infection type of the cultivars (IT 8.0) at 2-18C and the.

20 mg inoculum level. Nugaines followed at IT 7.0, then Hyslop at

IT 6.3, and Yamhill was lowest at IT 3.3. The TEMP x CULT
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interaction shows that while at 10-30C Nugaines and Hyslop were

similar in IT (1.7-3.0) at the two inoculum levels, at 2-18C Nugaines

was more susceptible (6.0-7.0) than Hyslop (4. 7 -6. 3).

Table 3. Source of variation and significance of main effects and
first and second order interactions for Table 2.

Source of Variation
Significance4

Exp. 3A Exp. 3B

PA3 IT4 PA IT

TEMP ns 4, .1..I' "Is ** 4.4. 4..
°O. °I°

INOC ** ** ** ns

CULT * ** ** **

TEMP x INOC ns ns ns **

TEMP x CULT ns ** **

INOC x CULT ** ns ** ns

TEMP x INOC x CULT ns ** ns

1 TEMP temperature regimes; INOC = inoculum levels; CULT =
cultivars

Significant at .01(**) or .05(*) levels, or non-significant (ns).
3 Percentage of attack
4Infection type

The main effects and three higher order interactions were

significant for PA in Exp. 3B. At 15-27C, all cultivars increased

in PA approximately 2x with the 4x increase in inoculum. At 2-18C,

this remained true for Yamhill and Hyslop, but Federation increased

only about 1.25x while Nugaines increased almost 4x. Nugaines PA's
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were very high (21.3-42.8) at 15-27C but unexpectedly decreased to

11% at the 8 mg level at 2-18C, explaining the TEMP x INOC x CULT

interaction.

The IT's for the cultivars in Exp. 3B were not significantly

affected by the inoculum levels except as interacted with temperature.

At 15-27C the 32 mg spore dose conditioned equal or greater infection

type among the cultivars than the 8 mg dose, while at 2-18C it was

generally equal or less. Federation and Nugaines were about equal

in IT at 2-18C (8. 0 -8. 6) , but the IT in Nugaines decreased to approxi-

mately 6.5 at 15-27C, explaining the significant TEMP x CULT inter-

action.

One unexpected result of these tests was that an increase in

inoculum dosage generally increased IT, This was especially pro-

nounced in Exp. 3A. However, field observations and growth cham-

ber experiments (Appendix 3) indicate that extremely heavy inoculum

doses may condition a type of hypersensitive reaction that lowers IT.

Discussion

The components of pathogenesis of stripe rust can vary greatly

in different cultivars, with interactions of host growth stage, tem-

perature, and inoculum levels.

The individual processes that conditioned the variations in

PA (percentage of spore germination, penetration, and infection)
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were not studied individually in these experiments, but their potential

individual variations in different cultivars have been pointed out by

Beaver (1972) and Russel (1976). Seedlings inoculated at variable

temperatures did not give linear responses to increasing inoculum

dosages. How this relates to the field where a smaller amount of

spores may infect each leaf daily is not clear, but as the PA increases

a lesser percentage of a given number of spores would be able to

initiate new infections. The minimum latent period for all cultivars

was 11 days, which agrees with the data of Zadoks (1961) and Shaner

(1971), but colder temperatures may condition much Longer latent

periods than the 60 days at 2-6C exhibited by Yamhill in this study.

Systemic lesion growth was measured by Shaner (1971) to be approxi-

mately 0.25 cm linear growth/day, which coincides with the maximum

found in Nugaines and Federation at favorable temperatures and sus

ceptible growth stages. Emge et al. (1975) found different rates

of lesion growth in several cultivars, and observed that the rate

slowed with plant maturity in the cultivar Omar.

The infection type was a good estimator of spore production,

which ranged from a peak daily maximum of approximately 5,000
2spores/cm of sporulating tissue at IT 4 to over 30,000 for IT 8-9

(Fig. 11). The shape of the sporulation curves drawn in Fig. 11 are

based on the spore production data in Exp. 1 and Exp. 2, with sporu-

lation and the infectious period changing with different infection types

and/or environments. The asymmetric curve is somewhat different

than the evenly-bimodal curve diagrammed by Manners (1971), but
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agrees with the data of Schmitt, et al. (1964). Lesion areas with

similar IT's, however, were not always equal in spore production.

Similar findings with different race and host variety combinations have

been reported by Johnson and Taylor (1972). It has been observed

(Manners, 1971; Rapilly and Fournet, 1968) that high relative humidity

increases spore production. My observations and other experiments

(Appendix 4) show that up to 6x as many spores per day may be pro-

duced at 90% RH than at 30% RH.

The infectious period of stripe rust pustules was longest at low

temperatures with the rate of senscence increasing with high tem-

peratures. Though cultivar interactions were not apparent during

the growth chamber tests, field observations suggest that the rate of

pustule senescence and necrosis is much faster in Nugaines and

Hyslop at high temperatures and accompanying low relative humidity.

Many of the differences in rust progress among the cultivars

in the field (Fig. 5 and 6 and Appendix 1) were intuitively explained

by the parameters measured in relation to the temperature changes

in Exp. 2. The ranking of the cultivars in the seeding stage at the

initial field readings was similar to the susceptibility of the seedling

plants in the growth chamber (Exp. 2). Yamhill had the least rust

in both the growth chamber and field. Nugaines, however, seemed

more susceptible in the field in relation to Federation and Hyslop

than in the growth chamber. Disease progress on juvenile plants at
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Corvallis seemed fairly well simulated in the growth chamber. Feder-

ation, due to the high susceptibility to initial infection, fast lesion

growth, and consistently high infection type and spore production,

rusted very fast (r = 0.10 per unit per day early in the season and

0.16 as temperatures warmed). Early in the season, Nugaines and

Hyslop were not fax behind (r = 0.05 early and increasing to 0. 10-

0.20) until induction of their high temperature-enhanced adult plant

resistance, which reduced infectability and sporulation and essen-

tially arrested disease progress in the field (r = 0. 05 to -0. 08).

Yamhill, due to low infectibility, extremely long latent period, and

very low spore production, became virtually resistant during the

winter and early spring, then supported a moderate late epidemic

(r = 0. 12) as the infectivility increased, latent period shortened, and

sporulation increased as demonstrated in the growth chamber.

In eastern Oregon (represented by Pendleton in Fig. 6), how-

ever, the more extreme environment conditioned responses that were

not within the scope of the growth chamber data. For instance, during

typically below freezing winter temperatures Nugaines, a winter hardy

cultivar, supported active rust development (r = 0.02 to 0.045). But

these severe temperatures appeared to condition almost complete

resistance to infection in Federation, Hyslop, and Yamhill which have

poor to moderate winter hardiness. This type of resistance is prob-

ably related to winter hardiness of the leaves and would be a trait
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worth studying, as it would drastically reduce overwintering popula-

tions of stripe rust. Once temperatures warmed in eastern Oregon,

the epidemic on Federation progressed to completion (r = 0.10 to

0.25). Hyslop also became susceptible for a time (r = 0.05 to 0. 19),

the rate of rust development increased on Nugaines (up to r = 0.17),

and Yamhill again supported a late epidemic (r = 0. 10- 0.20). As at

Corvallis, the slow down in the late stages of the epidemic on Nugaines

and Hyslop is determined by adult plant resistance which is enhanced

at high temperatures. This serves to depress all stages of the fungus

pathogenesis except perhaps latent period.

The water relations of the plants must also influence the de-

gree of this resistance (Zadoks, 1961). At locations where soil

moisture was limiting (Moro, 1975-76, Pendleton, 1974-75, and

La Grande, 1974-75) Nugaines and Hyslop became resistant earlier

than at locations where the plants were less water stressed, and Yam-

hill never did develop significant disease. However, the temperatures

were similar at these locations and the rust lesions on Federation

were of a susceptible reaction type. Frequent irrigation with the

purpose of supplying adequate free moisture for infection is a common

method of "forcing" field epidemics of stripe rust in research plots.

The lack of water stress (and coincident high humidity for increased

spore production) is probably just as important as the free moisture.

This would explain the severe outbreaks of rust on Nugaines and
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Hyslop when grown under center pivot sprinkler irrigation in the

Columbia Basin of Oregon and Washington, since the temperatures in

this area are higher than those normally needed to condition adult plant

resistance in these cultivars.

Quantitatively relating laboratory data to the field epidemic is

a subject of much current interest. The differential equations of van

der Plank (1963) have been useful for determining r, the apparent

rate of total visible disease increase over time. He also proposed

equations for calculation of a basic infection rate (R) which is the rate

of disease increase per unit of infectious tissue only, and thus corrects

r by considering the latent period (p) and the infectious period (i):

r
R

e(i+O
ir

e -1

van der Plank (1963, 1968) claims that variations in stages of patho-

genesis influenced by host resistance such as reduction in spore pro-

duction and/or partial resistance to infection act directly on R and

an apparent infection rate (r) reflecting these variations can be cal-

culated. However, he points out that the relationship holds only so

long as i and p and other parameters that affect r remain con-

stant, which is also emphasized by Zadoks (1971). Thus calculating

the relationship of R to r would not be useful with the present data

because phases of stripe rust pathogenesis vary greatly with the
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environment as complicated by interactions at various growth stages

of the cultivars. Multiple regression has been shown to be a useful

tool in epidemiological study (Butt and Royale, 1974) for identifying

the most important variables (e, g. spore dose, humidity, and wind

direction) on a given stage of pathogenesis (e. g. number of lesions)

though the functional relationships are not identified. This process

might identify, for instance, that the most important variables in the

reduction of sporulation in mature Nugaines plants were humidity,

infection type, and temperature. Though this information would be of

interest, knowing the functional relationships between the variables

would also be desirable. For instance, does temperature act directly

to reduce the infectious period of existing pustules or indirectly

through reduced lesion growth and/or IT of subsequent sporulating

tissue? Practically, however, it may be enough to know that temper-

ature is the principle determiner of epidemic progress.

Though computer simulator systems are far from being per

fected (van der Plank, 1975; Waggoner, 1974), they do have the ad-

vantage of integrating physical and biological parameters in a func-

tional way such that cause and effect rather than associations are the

basis for description and/or prediction of an epidemic. Such systems

have their greatest usefulness in predicting the impact of a changed

parameter on the epidemic; e. g. how would the increased latent

period or lower sporulation of Yamhill affect epidemic progress?
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Two simulators of stripe rust have been developed that appear to have

the potential to answer questions such as this. Rijsdijk (1975) follows

the theoretical model of Zadoks (1971) that focuses on major epidemi-

ological factors (e.g. latent period, infectious period, daily multipli-

cation factor). Shrum (1975) produced a flexible model which includes

more biological detail. These models emphasize the role that environ-

mental factors have on the potential usefulness of components of

resistance, e.g. the longer LP and lower SP of Yamhill and tempera-

ture enhanced resistance of Nugaines and Hyslop. Simulator response

to a theoretical 50% reduction in sporulation, for instance, was much

greater at Weston than at Madras, Oregon, in 1969 (Shrum, 1975).

Thus, as Zadoks (1971) suggests, a few computer runs with climatic

data may indicate which wheat line tested will show adequate resis-

tance at a specific location.

The importance of semi-systemic lesion growth in expanding

the sporulating zone is recognized by Shrum (1975).However due to the

relatively long infectious period (10-13 days), removals due to lesion

senescence during favorable rust conditions are considered unimpor-

tant by Zadoks (1971) and Emge et al. (1975); the latter authors

incorrectly assumed that the spore production of infectious tissue

remains constant until leaf senescence. During unfavorable conditions

of high, temperature and dessication (especially in Nugaines and

Hyslop), however, the accelerated senescence of infectious tissue
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has a large epidemiological impact, i. -e. sporulation almost ceases.

With the return of favorable conditions, latent mycelium at the edge

of necrotic lesions may initiate sporulation,but senescent pustules are

permanently removed from active participation in the epidemic.

Many other biological parameters could be investigated for each

of these cultivars that would add interesting (if not always necessary;

Zadoks, 1971) detail to a model. For instance Rowell (1969) reported

that stem rust uredia of a low infection type may produce uredospores

of low viability. However, periodic tests I conducted on germinability

of spores collected from lesions of various IT on the cultivars in the

growth chamber and field did not show a consistent superiority of one

cultivar. Spores collected from the leading sporulating edge of lesions

in the field germinated over 90% in all cultivars regardless of lesion

IT. However, another experiment (Appendix 5) raised questions about

the infective ability of the spores apart from germination. Contrary

to expectations (Clifford and Clothier, 1974), field collected spores

from a cultivar were not more aggressive (and usually less so) than

spores from other cultivars when inoculated onto leaves of mature

plants of that same cultivar. Another factor of interest is the growth

habit of the cultivars. Russel (1975) demonstrated that less spores

were deposited on leaves of an erect growth habit. It seems reason-

able that cultivar differences in crop density and height could also

affect spore dissemination.
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Once the effectiveness of the various components of general

resistance identified in these cultivars has been defined for specific

environments (whether by simulation or repeated field testing at

various locations or both), the question remains as to the durability of

the resistance. General resistance is commonly thought to be poly-

genic in nature and therefore more durable in relation to pathogen

population shifts than is single gene specific resistance (Horsfall,

1972). The adult-plant high-temperature "RS-type 7" resistance in

Nugaines and Hyslop has remained durable for over 20 years (Line,

1976) and has been the most effective type of resistance in the Pacific

Northwest. According to Allan (p.c.), however, a line very closely

related to Nugaines with similar field resistance, CI13431, inherits

that resistance by a single gene.

The very adequate "late rusting" resistance (genetic basis

unknown) of Yamhill has recently broken down in the Skagit Valley of

western Washington (Line, 1976). Preliminary testing (Appendix 6)

using Yamhill seedlings and a rust isolate from the Skagit Valley

provides the disturbing information that all of the stages of patho-

genesis in which Yamhill previously demonstrated resistance have

been compromised. The PA per inoculum dosage is increased, the

latent period shortened, and IT and sporulation increased. It would

appear that a single change for increased aggressiveness in the patho-

gen has bridged all steps of pathogenesis. Thus it seems difficult to
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predict the durability of resistance regardless of its quantitative

effects on disease or its genetic basis.
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APPENDIX 1

STRIPE RUST INCREASE AND SPREAD FROM FOCI IN FOUR WHEAT CULTIVARS AT EIGHT OREGON LOCATIONS, 1974-76,
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APPENDIX 2

REDUCTION IN KERNEL WEIGHT FROM HEAD INFECTION

The degree of head infection by stripe rust is reported to have

a large impact on yield (Purdy and Allan, 1965; Doodson et al., 1964,

Doling and Doodson, 1968). This reduction in yield is expressed

through reduced kernel weight since other components of yield (num-

ber of tillers and number of seeds developing per head) has already

been determined by pre- existing environmental conditions. Direct

comparisons of yield loss resulting frotn differences in head infection

between fields is difficult since other variables also greatly affect

yield. Such a comparison, however, is possible within individual

heads, since often only a portion of the glumes are infected with rust.

Five heads each of Nugaines and Hyslop wheat collected from

Pendleton in 1976 were dissected and kernels enclosed in rusted

glumes separated from those in rust free glumes. Each group was

weighed and the average weight per kernel calculated (Table 4).

Weights of kernels in rusted glumes averaged .027 g for Nugaines and

. 031 g for Hyslop. Kernels in non-rusted glumes weighed .030g and

. 037 g respectively. Thus the significant kernel weight loss in Nu-

gaines was 10% and in Hyslop 16%.

This data shows that rust infection on the glumes conditions a

loss in kernel weight, but the stage of kernel development at which
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the infection occurred would no doubt determine the degree of

shriveling. For instance, the kernels of Federation wheat at Cor-

vallis in 1976 were so light and shriveled as to be unharvestable

using the standard threshing procedure due to a very early head

infection. In comparison, the kernels of Nugaines and Hyslop in this

experiment showed much smaller effects from glurrie infection since

they were infected later in kernel development.

Table 4. Effect of stripe rust glume infection on kernel weight of Nugaines and Hyslop wheat at
Pendleton, 1976,

Head

NU GA INES HYSLOP

Rusted 1

2
Ave, Non- Ave.
wt (g) rusted wt (g ) Difference

Ave. Non- Ave.
Rusted wt (g) rusted wt (g) Difference

1 7 .028 38 .032 12, 5 13 ,032 43 .040 20.0
2 9 .025 32 , 027 7. 4 11 , 030 48 . 037 18. 9

3 13 .034 25 .037 8.1 17 .036 35 .038 5.3
4 10 .023 29 .028 17.9 5 .023 40 .029 20.7
5 6 .027 43 .028 3.6 10 .035 46 .041 14.6

Ave. . 027 . 030 10. 0 031 . 037 16. 2**

1
Glumes rusted

2Average
kernel weight
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APPENDIX 3

EFFECT OF STRIPE RUST INOCULUM DOSAGE ON
INFECTION OF ADULT WHEAT LEAVES

In Section III (Exp. 3A) it was noted that a heavier inoculum

dosage conditioned a higher infection type (IT) as well as a higher

percentage of leaf area attacked (PA). However, it had been observed

in the field and laboratory that extremely heavy inoculum dosages

caused a hypersensitive type of reaction with much more chlorosis

and a lower IT. This experiment was designed to determine the

effect of different inoculum doses on leaves of mature plants of

Nugaines, Hyslop, Yamhill, and Federation.

The plants were maintained at 7-24C with 20,000-25,000 lux

of light for a 15 hour day. One group of six upper leaves of each

cultivar were inoculated in a settling tower with 5 mg of spores and

another six with 20 mg. The plants were placed in a dew chamber for

12 hours at 11C and then returned to the growth chamber. Four days

later, half of the leaves of each group were re-inoculated with an-

other 5 mg and 20 mg of spores respectively and given a dew treat-

ment. Readings of PA and IT were made 17 and 28 days after initial

inoculation (Table 5).

The PA's of the cultivars (CULT) overall were significantly

different (Table 6), though the CULT x INOC (inoculum dosage)
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interaction shows that the cultivars did not respond the same to

changes in inoculum dosage. In general, the 20 mg spore dosage con-

ditioned higher PA's than the 5 mg dosage. However, the leaves re-

ceiving a second inoculation were generally lower in PA except for

Nugaines which showed an increase at both inoculum levels and read-

ing dates. At the first reading date, the 5 mg inoculum level caused

approx. PA 80 in Nugaines and Yamhill, PA 67 in Federation, but only

PA 43 in Hyslop. The 5 mg + 5 mg dosage slightly increased the PA

of Nugaines and Hyslop, but the PA of Yamhill was reduced by half

and Federation by one-third. At the 20 mg inoculum dosage, Nu-

gaines had only PA 67 while the other cultivars ranged from PA 85-92.

The 20 mg + 20 mg dosage increased the PA by about 10% in Nugaines,

but reduced the PA in the other cultivars by about 10%. All cultivars

increased in PA by the second reading date (significant REDA) and

reached nearly 100% disease at the 20 mg and 20 mg + 20 mg levels.

The infection type differed significantly between cultivars,

reading dates, and inoculum levels, with interactions that show that

the cultivars do not respond the same across inoculum levels and

reading dates (Table 6). The 20 mg inoculum dosage and the repeated

inoculation at both levels generally conditioned lower IT' s than the

5 mg level. The IT' s almost always increased by the second reading

date. At the 5 mg dose, the initial IT was lowest on Nugaines, 4,0,

while the other cultivars had susceptible reactions (IT 7-9). By the
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second reading date, however, Nugaines IT had increased to 6. 3, the

highest IT it reached at any inoculum level at any reading date. The

5 mg + 5 mg dosage lowered the IT of Nugaines to 3.3 and that of

Hyslop from 8.0 to 5.0, while Yamhill and Federation remained at

6.7 and 9. 0 respectively. At the 20 mg level, Nugaines and Feder-

ation IT at 17 days after inoculation was similar to the 5 mg level

while Hyslop decreased to 6.0 and Yamhill decreased to 3. 3. The

20 mg + 20 mg level conditioned slightly higher IT's than the 20 mg

level in the cultivars at the first reading date (except Federation

which decreased from IT 8 to IT 9). By the second reading date this

had reversed in Nugaines and Hyslop while Federation maintained the

slight decrease in IT. Yamhill, however, increased to IT 8.

Very high inoculum levels generally increased PA but decreased

IT. Each cultivar, however, responded somewhat differently to the

different levels and patterns of inoculation. It would be of interest

to study levels and patterns of inoculations further to simulate more

closely the field situation of almost continuous inoculation at a wide

range of inoculum levels.
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Table 5. Effect of inoculum dosages on stripe rust infection of adult wheat leaves.

Inoculation
dosage
(mj)

Days from
inoculation

1
PA IT

2

Cultivar Cultivar

NUG HYS YAM FED NUG HYS YAM FED

5 17 82 43 80 67 4.0 8.0 6. 7 9.0
28 87 72 87 73 6. 3 7, 3 7. .7 9.0

4
5+5 17 88 47 32 47 3. 3 5.0 6. 7 9.0

28 95 78 73 80 5.0 6, 3 8.0 9.0

20 17 67 85 85 92 3. 7 6.0 3. 3 9.0
28 80 93 95 98 4.7 6.7 5.0 9.0

20+20 17 80 75 77 82 4.3 6. 7 3. 7 8.0
28 97 95 97 95 4.3 6.3 8.0 8.0

1
Percentage of attack, average of three leaves

2Infection type, average of three leaves

SNUG = Nuga.ines; HYS = Hyslop; YAM = Yamhill; FED = Federation
4
Second inoculation on same leaves four days after initial inoculation

Table 6. Source of variation and significance of main effects
and first and second order interactions of data in
Table 5.

1
Source of Variation

Significance
2

3 4
PA IT

REDA **

CULT * **

INOC ** **

REDA x CULT ns **

REDA x INOC ns ns

CULT x 1NOC * **

REDA x CULT x INOC ns **

1

2

3

REPS = replications; REDA = reading dates; CULT = cultivars;
INOC = inoculum dosage

Significant at. .01 (**) or .05 (*) levels, or non-significant
(ns)

Percentage of attack
4Infection type
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APPENDIX 4

EFFECT OF RELATIVE HUMIDITY ON STRIPE RUST
SPORE PRODUCTION

Manners (1971) and Rapilly and Fournet (1968) suggested that

high humidity or free water for limited periods increase sporulation

of P. striiformis. I observed and tested the same phenomenon. The

number of spores produced at night (12 hours) vs. the number pro-

duced during the day (12 hours) on infected leaves (at various PA's

and IT's) of adult plants were measured over a three day period. The

plants were grown in a growth chamber in which the RH at the 7C

night temperature was approx. 85% and was approx. 30% during the

24C day temperature (2500 lux light intensity).

Significantly (.001) more spores (1. 66x to 6. 31x) were produced

at night (Table 7). The possible light-RH or biological rhythm inter-

action needs to be investigated, but I would suspect that the RH is the

major factor in the increased sporulation in the dark. This is sup-

ported by repeated observation of profuse sporulation of lesions on rust

infected plants that were placed overnight in the saturated atmosphere

of a dew chamber.
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Table 7. Sporulation during the "night" and "day" cycles 1 at a 7-24C
temperature profile.

Leaf # Night Day Ratio
2

1 152,4173 24,139 6.31

2 36,208 7,833 4.62

3 195,083 57,917 3.37

4 170,500 45,653 1.66

5 26,486 15,917 1.66

6 134,542 39,625 3.40

112 hour periods.
2 Increase in night over day sporulation; all differences are highly
significant (.01).

3Average sporulation for three consecutive night-day periods for
each leaf.
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APPENDIX 5

ADAPTION OF STRIPE RUST ISOLATES TO WHEAT CULTIVARS

The physiologic specialization of stripe rust has been histori-

cally monitored by differential sets of cultivars that contain major

resistance genes (Line et al., 1970; Johnson et al., 1972; Dutlu,

1974). The virulence genes in the existing rust population are thus

identified solely by the infection type response on the seedling plants.

As interest has developed in general resistance (particularly on adult

plants), however, physiologic specialization in aspects of aggres-

siveness (i. e. measuring the pathogen's ability to cause increased

infection or sporulation or shorten the latent period) as well as

virulence has been studied.

Volin and Sharp (1972) identified differential rates of spore

germination as a measure of pathogen aggressiveness in Northwest

rust collections. Johnson and Taylor (1972) and Priestley and Doling

(1974) measured pustulation and relative spore production to point

out differences in aggressiveness between isolates that keyed out the

same on the World and European differential cultivars (Johnson et al.,

1972). Support for the premise that physiologic specialization in the

form of increased aggressiveness can occur on generally resistant

adult plants is provided by Priestley and Doodson (1976). Perhaps

the most direct evidence is reported by Clifford and Clothier (1974),
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who found that leaf rust uredospore cultures collected from a particu-

lar barley cultivar were differentially more compatible with that

cultivar. This was measured in some cultivars by an increase in the

number of infection sites and in others by the production of more

spores per pustule. The object of this experiment was to explore the

possibility of physiologic specialization of stripe rust on wheat culti-

vars with general resistance cultivated in the Northwest.

Materials and Methods

"Uredospores from lesions on adult plants of Nugaines, Hyslop,

Yamhill, and Federation were collected in the field with a portable

vacuum-cyclone spore collector. The spores were dried for 24

hours over calcium sulphate and stored in glass vials in liquid nitro-

gen. Seedlings of each cultivar were vernalized eight weeks in a cold

room at 7C with 5000 lux of light for 9 hr/day. After vernalization

the plants were transplanted into soil in 16 cm plastic pots and grown

at 7C-24C and 25000 lux for 15 hr/day until the flag leaf was expanded.

Groups of three upper leaves of each cultivar were then inoculated

with 5 mg of each of the four field uredospore collections in a settling

tower. After 12 hours in a dew chamber at 11C, the inoculated plants

were returned to the growth chamber for symptom development.

Petri plates with 1.5% H2O agar placed in the tower monitored spore

deposition and germination.
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Results

Spores of the Nugaines, Hyslop, and Yamhill isolates germi-

nated on the agar at a rate of approx. 1.6/mm2, while Federation

spores were slightly more viable at 2.0/mm2. The percentage of leaf

area showing symptoms (PA) and the infection type (IT) were esti-

mated 17 and 28 days after inoculation (Table 8). PA was significantly

different between reading dates (REDA, Table 9), with systemic

lesion growth accounting for up to a 30% increase in PA. Differences

in initial PA among the cultivars ranged from PA 17 for Nugaines

spores on Yamhill leaves to PA 95 for Nugaines spores on Federation

leaves. Of particular interest is the significant culture and spore

collection (CULT x SPCL) interaction. In only one case were the

spores collected from a cultivar the most aggressive on that cultivar:

Hyslop spores on Hyslop leaves (PA 93). However, Hyslop on the

whole was relatively susceptible and exhibited the least interaction

with the different spore isolates. Yamhill, on the other hand, had

only PA 17 with Hyslop spores but PA 83 with Federation spores.

Nugaines exhibited PA 36 with Federation spores and PA 85 with

Yamhill spores. Federation spores initiated only PA 52 on Federa-

tion, while Nugaines spores caused PA 95. None of the spore iso-

lates stood out individually as a highly aggressive race on all culti-

vars, as is evidenced by the non-significant SPCL.
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Infection type was slightly higher overall on the second reading

dates, IT 7. 6 vs. IT 7.2. But the significance of REDA x CULT,

REDA x SPCL, and REDA x CULT x SPCL points out that variance in

IT was unique for virtually every cultivar-spore isolate combination.

The lowest initial IT was 4.7 on Yamhill wheat inoculated with the

Nugaines collection, but this increased to 8.0 by the second reading

date. The highest initial IT on Yamhill, 8. 7 with Hyslop spores

(which coincidentally caused the lowest PA) subsequently decreased

to 7.7. The IT's of Hyslop generally decreased between reading

dates, while those of Nugaines generally increased; IT's on Hyslop

averaged about 7.5 while Nugaines averaged about 6. 3. Federation

exhibited a highly susceptible IT in all cases. Hyslop spores con-

ditioned a significantly higher initial IT on all cultivars (approx. 8.0

vs 7.0 for the other collections) but this advantage was not evident

by the second reading date.

Discussion

The slightly higher viability of Federation spores was not re-

reflected in a higher PA on the cultivars. Significant cultivar-spore

isolate interactions were demonstrated, supporting the premise

that physiologic specialization of the fungus can occur on cultivars

that are considered to have general resistance and on one that is

considered completely susceptible (Federation). This contradicts
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some of the basic concepts of "horizontal" resistance as defined by

van der Plank (1963, 1968) and enlarged upon by Robinson (1973).

Differential race-cultivar interactions are supposed to occur only in

response to vertical or specific resistance, and horizontal or general

resistance is not expected to condition physiologic specialization.

In contrast to expectations (Clifford and Clothier, 1974), the

spores collected from a cultivar were not differentially more aggres-

sive when inoculated onto that same cultivar, and were usually less

so. This phenomenon suggests that stabilizing selection (van der

Plank, 1968; Nelson, 1972) may not always favor an increasing fit-

ness of the pathogen population on a particular cultivar. In fact,

the components of resistance in some cultivars may have a debilitating

effect on the pathogen, making it increasingly less fit to attack those

same cultivars. These possibilities deserve further study.
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Table 8. Degree of stripe rust infection on wheat cuhivars inoculated with uredespores collected
from each cultivar in the field.

PA IT2

Cultivar Cultivar
Inoculum Days after

3
Source inoculation YAM HYS NUG FED YAM I-IYS NUG FED

YAM 17 30 80 85 72 5,7 6,7 6,0 9.0
28 52 97 93 85 7. 7 7.7 7. 7 9. 0

HYS 17 17 93 42 92 8. 7 7. 3 5, 7 9, 0

28 30 93, 75 95 7.7 8.0 6.0 9.0

NUG 17 33 88 45 95 4. 7 8.3 6, 3 9.0
28 58 92 85 100 8.0 6, 7 6.3 9.0

FED 17 83 92 35 52 5.3 8.0 6.0 8, 7

28 77 100 45 80 7.3 6.7 7.0 8.7

1

2

Percentage of attack; average of three leaves.

Infection type; average of three leaves.
3
YAM = Yamhill; HYS = Hyslop; NUG = Nugaines, FED = Federation.

Table 9. Source of variation and significance of main effects
and first and second order interactions of data in
Table 8.

Sour ce of Variation
1 Significance

2

3 4
PA IT

REDA

CULT

SPCL

REDA x CULT

REDA x SPCL

CULT x CULT

REDA x CULT x SPCL

**

**

ns

ns

ns

** **

ns **

1

2

3

REDA = reading date; CULT = cultivar; SPCL .= spore collection

Significant at. , 01 (**) or 05 (*), or non-significant (ns).

Percentage of attack
4
Infection type
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APPENDIX 6

AGGRESSIVENESS OF STRIPE RUST ISOLATES
ON YAMHILL WHEAT

Yamhill, a soft white wheat cultivar adapted to the western

valleys of Oregon and Washington, was resistant to stripe rust when

released in 1969. Rust populations later developed which cause rela-

tively low levels of disease (Beaver, 1969). Recently, Line (1976) has

reported severe epidemics of stripe rust on Yamhill in the Skagit Valley

of Washington and identified a new rust race (CDL 8). I was interested

to determine how this new race affected the stages of rust pathogenesis

in Yamhill as compared with other isolates.

A spore collection from Yamhill in the Skagit Valley (isolate A)

was obtained from R. Line, and another collection from an unidentified

wheat from western Washington (isolate B) was provided by R. Byther.

A third collection was from Yamhill wheat at Pendleton in 1976 (iso-

late C). Three pots each of Yamhill and Nugaines seedlings were

inoculated in a settling tower with each isolate when the second leaf was

fully expanded. After 12 hours in a dew chamber, they were returned

to a growth chamber at 2-14 C and approximately 17,000 lux of light

for 12 hr/day.

The PA on Nugaines was approx. 6. 4% and not significantly

between the spore collections at the first reading date (Table 11). Only

isolate A caused visible rust (PA 2. 3) on Yamhill at the first reading
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date. Six days later, however, rust on Yamhill caused by isolate B

and C was over PA 10 while the PA caused by isolate A had increased

to over PA 25. The PA on Nugaines, which was about 6% for all iso-

lates at the first reading date, increased to over 25% by the second

reading date. Isolate A conditioned an IT of 7 in Yamhill which

increased to 8 by the second reading date. Isolate B and C had con-

ditioned IT's of 5 by the second reading date. The IT of Nugaines was

highly susceptible for all spore collections on both reading dates.

The significant interactions of REDA x ISOL, CULT x ISOL, and

REDA x CULT x ISOL (Table 12) were caused by the differential

response of Yamhill to the three rust isolates. The Skagit Valley iso-

late shortened Yamhill's latent period to approximately that of Nugaines,

and conditioned both a higher PA and IT than the other collections.

This data shows that the Skagit Valley rust population has

acquired factors for aggressiveness that overcome the general resis-

tance (longer latent period and low sporulation in most stages of

development) of Yamhill. If this remains true for juvenile and adult

plants, this increased aggressiveness could be the major factor for

the severe rust epidemics in Washington. It would be of interest to

explore genetically the "breakdown" of the Yamhill resistance.
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Table 10. Aggressiveness of three stripe rust isolates on Yamhill
and Nugaines seedlings.

Isolate 1 Days after PA2 IT
inoculation Yamhill Nugaine s Yamhill Nugaines

A 21 2. 3 6. 7 7 9

27 26.7 25.0 8 9

21 0 5.8 9

27 11.7 26.7 5 9

C 21 0 6.7 9

27 13.3 28.3 5 9

1 A = spores from Yamhill wheat, Skagit Valley, WA, 1976; B = spores
from unknown wheat, western WA. ; C = spores from Yainhill wheat,
Pendleton, OR, 1976.

2 Percentage of attack, average of three pots of 15 seedlings each.
3Infection type, average of three pots of 15 seedlings each.

Table 11. Source of variation and significance of main
effects and first and second order interactions
in Table 10.

1Source of variation Significance
2

PA 3 IT4

REDA ** **

CULT *;,,,.. ,,',*

ISOL ** **

REDA x CULT '
REDA x ISOL * *

CULT x ISOL ** **
REDA x CULT x ISOL ** *

1 REDA = reading date, CULT = cultivar; ISOL = isolate
2 Significant at .01 WO or .05 (*) levels, or non-sig-

nificant (ns).
3Percentage of attack 4Infection type
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APPENDIX 7

SCALFS OF DISEASE SEVERITY,
INFECTION TYPE, AND GROWTH STAGE

Disease Severity

Disease levels were estimated in accordance with the Inter-

national Scales accepted by the First International Yellow Rust Con-

ference (Zadoks, 1961) with some modifications. The percentage of

leaf area diseased is denoted as the "percentage of attack" (PA). In

the field, the PA on the tillers contained in two 1 ft rows at each

observation station was estimated by a numerical scale, "degree of

attack" (DA), that denotes approximate logarithmic increases in

disease.

DA (degree of attack)

0 = no symptoms observed (PA = 0)

1 = 1-2 lesions (PA .0.1)

2 = up to 5% of the tillers having one lesion (PA .05)

3 = up to 25% of the tillers having one lesion (PA .25)

4 = up to an average of 1 lesion per tiller but not more than 1% of the
leaf surface attacked (PA 1)

5 = 5% of the total leaf surface area attacked (PA 5)

6= PA 10

7 = PA 25

8= PA 50

9= PA 75
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10 = PA 90

11= PA 95

12 = PA 99 (Maximum disease coverage)

Infection Type

The infection type was based on a numerical rating (McNeal

et al., 1971) describing various degrees of host-pathogen compatibility.

Description of infection type
Code
Symbol

Index
Value

Old
Code

No data

No visible ifection
Necrotic or chiorotic flecks, no

0

sporulation VR 1 00

Necrotic and/or chiorotic stripes
(blotches) 1, no sporulation R 2

Necrotic and/or chlortic stripes
(blotches), trace sporulation MR 3

Necrotic and/or chiorotic stripes
(blotches), light sporulation LM

Necrotic and/or chiorotic stripes
(blotches), intermediate sporulation M 5

Necrotic and/or chiorotic stripes
(blotches) moderate sporulation HM 6 II

Necrotic and/or chlorotic stripes
(blotches), abundant sporulation MS 7 II

Chlorosis behind sporulating area,
abundant sporulation S 8 III

No chlorosis or necrosis,
abundant sporulation VS 9 IV

1( ) = infection type on seedlings
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Growth Stage

Growth stage of the wheat plants was estimated in the decimal

code (Zadoks et al., 1974), as summarized below:

Decimal code Description of growth stage

0-9 Germination

10-19 Seedling growth

20-29 Tillering

30-39 Stem elongation

40-49 Booting

50-59 Inflorescence emergence

60-69 Anthesis (flowering)

70-79 Milk development

80-$9 Dough development

90-92 Ripening


